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................er ................ion

................ity ................ment

................ness ................ist

................able ................ible

..................al ...................ous

................ship ................ful

................ive ................less

................en ................ly

one who

someone who is

state of being

quality of condition of

state of being

capable of being capable of being

pertaining to characterized by

position held notable for

having the nature of without

to become characterized by
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Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "ABLE" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

ABLE - capable of

                                  

able to be carried and moved around

will decay and rot. products that go bad

grumpy. not friendly. easily bothered.

logical conclusion. must happen for sure

not able to do something. can't. 

able to do it, very possible

equal in amount or quality. 

cute, pretty, easy to love

perishable

comparable

doable

irritable

adorable

inevitable

unable

moveable

https://quizlet.com/284018034/able-or-ible-flash-cards/


"ABLE" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "able".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suff                                    ix "AL" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

AL - pertaining to

not required, not necessary, can skip

occurring at or dependent on a particular  time
of year

the ability to continue living

relating to the study or practice of 
medicine

amazing, shocking, scandalous

happening once in a while

about  a country

extra to what already exists

sensational

additional

national

occassional

survival

medical

optional

seasonal

https://quizlet.com/572407093/al-flash-cards/


"AL" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "al".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "EN"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

EN  -  to become

to add sugar

to be made of wood

the color of gold

to make flat

to add more light

to take away light

to give more energy, make more alive

to get hard

harden

enliven

lighten

sweeten

golden

darken

wooden

flatten

https://quizlet.com/572403981/en-flash-cards


"EN" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "en".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "ER / OR"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

ER /OR -  someone who

a person who works the soil 
and land and grows stuff

a person performing in the theatre and 
in movies

the person who controls and 
manages the filming of a movie

a person who presents  the news

a person who does any 
kind of job

a person who cooks using an oven

someone who attends athletic events on the track

someone who constructs houses

worker

presenter

runner

baker

builder

farmer

actor

director

https://quizlet.com/572408369/er-flash-cards/?new


"ER/OR" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "er / or".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "FUL"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

FUL -  notable for

very strong, lots of force

paying a lot of attention to details.

giving or ready to give assist

loyal, always obedient

very high spirits, likes to have fun

optimistic, very positive

afraid of the future, scared

helpful for doing or achieving something

intelligabkjjjjle

playful

hopeful

fearful

powerful

faithful

helpful

careful

https://quizlet.com/572402195/ful-flash-cards


"FUL" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ful".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suff                                   ix "IBLE" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IBLE - possible

not possible to hear, very soft sound

able to eat it, consume and digest it

catches on fire easily

two things unable to exist together. 
different. contrasting. 

can bend easily and without effort

not able to read, scribble

must do it. not able to avoid or stop from doing

not likely, can't be done

illegible

irresistible

impossible

inaudible

incompatible

combustible

flexible

edible

https://quizlet.com/284018034/able-or-ible-flash-cards/


"IBLE" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ible".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "TION" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

TION - the state of being

putting off until tomorrow 
what you can do today.

something that is made for the first time

to refer to; to state in passing; to 
briefly or casually speak; to reminnd

part of a whole. math term

what happens, events, type 
of movie

a request (spoken or written) to participate or 
be present or take part in something

a country or formal geographical area

the way something is moving or 
exists relative to another object

action

nation

invitation

invention

direction

fraction

procrastination

mention

https://quizlet.com/173417987/tion-flash-cards/


"ION" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ion".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "IST"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IST -  someone who is

someone who visits a place for pleasure 
and does not live there

someone who is in the business of 
taking care of teeth.

a person engaged in chemical research
 or experiments.

a person who rides a bike

a person who is in the last round of a 
a competition or contest

a hopeful, positive person. glass is half full

someone who can play the piano

a person who researches and writes the news 

chemist

pianist

finalist

journalist

optimist

cyclist

tourist

dentist

https://quizlet.com/572400367/ist-flash-cards


"IST" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ist".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "ITY" and match it 
to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

ITY - quality of

the chance to do something, get 
something. possibility.

not complex. the quality of being easy. 

an event that causes resources to be 
used in an organization or for sport

one's duty and act of being 
accountable for your actions

a chance that something may 
happen or be true

ability and potential , 
how much can be held or contained

an individual's characteristic pattern of 
thinking, feeling, and acting

the quality of bending easily 
without breaking.

responsibility

personality

capacity

flexibility

opportunity

activity

possibility

simplicity

https://quizlet.com/120279969/ity-flash-cards/


"ITY" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ity".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "IVE"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

IVE-  having the nature of

tending to cost a lot

having beauty, things move 
towards

hostile, fighting spirit

limiting, to put restrictions on

tending to cause admiration or 
respect. very good result

wants to win, tending to go against others

tending to explode and cause damage

the quality of a person who asks
 a lot of questions. curious

combative

explosive

impressive

inquisitive

competitive

expensive

attractive

restrictive

https://quizlet.com/572396280/ive-flash-cards/


"IVE" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ive".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "LESS" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

LESS - without

without value. not useful

not paying close attention; not careful

not able to relax, stay still or quiet

free from hurt, effort, or aches

having no purpose or use. Why do it?

easy or simple; requiring almost not 
work

not having a place to live. living on 
the streets

unable to function independently

homeless

pointless

effortless

harmless

careless

painless

worthless

restless

https://quizlet.com/572395325/less-flash-cards/


"LESS" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "less".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "LY"  and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

LY  -  characterized by

to act kindly, nicely, open

to do timidly, not outgoing

to do something fast

not of the norm or normal

to not do things fast. sloth.

to act with rage and in an upset fashion

to be noisy,  high volume

to act without grace, not smooth

angrily

slowly

loudly

clumsily

friendly

unusually

shyly

quickly

https://quizlet.com/216588828/ly-flash-cards/


"LY" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ly".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "MANIA" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

MANIA- obsession

the obsession and fascination with fire 
and burning things.

the love and fanatic devotion to books

WWE. Event held with the World Wrestling 
Entertainment. 

the obsession with the dead and 
things dead

the obsession with stealing and theft of objects

obsessive devotion and fan worship of
 the group The Beatles

the obsession with all things British, 
especially the Royal family. 

obsession with the exercise of power 
and domination over others

megalomania

necromania

Beatlemania

Anglomania

bibliomania

pyromania

Wrestlemania

kleptomania

https://quizlet.com/247383777/mania-flash-cards/


Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "mania".

SENTENCES
"MANIA" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "MENT" and match 
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

MENT - condition of

An organization that makes laws and 
rules of a nation

An event that happens when someone is bad. 
A negative consequence

people that are discussing something in
an angry fashion and debate

A physical action in a direction. to 
go from here to there.

to speak or write about something 
and add your thoughts to it.

full of life, to have a good time, lively

the world around us and the nature
outside of.  The conditions where things live.

a test of a hypothesis and to see if 
some idea is true

experiment

enjoyment

environment

comment

movement

government

argument

punishment

https://quizlet.com/572401318/ment-flash-cards/


Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ment".

SENTENCES
"MENT" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suff                                   ix "NESS" and 
match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

NESS - state of being

the state of not doing much. having no energy

the state of things being wild, mad, 
insane

the state of being satisfied 

the state of little light

the state of being similar. being similar to
something or someone.

the state of being clean

the quality of being friendly, generous, 
and considerate.

not able to be seen

blindness

kindness

likeness

cleanliness

craziness

laziness

darkness

contentment

https://quizlet.com/206407813/ness-flash-cards/


"NESS" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ness".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "OLOGY"  
and match it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

OLOGY- the study of

the study of how living things interact with 
each other and their environment

the study of living things

the study of handwriting and how it 
relates to a person's character

Study of the origins and development of 
people and their societies

study of the skin and its diseases

the study of how illness and disorders 
spread in a population

the scientific study of animals

the study of the origin, history, and structure 
of Earth

dermatology

zoology

epidemiology

geology

ecology

graphology

anthropology

biology

https://quizlet.com/318442517/ology-flash-cards/


"OLOGY" WORDS

Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ology".

SENTENCES

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "OPIA" and match 
it to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

OPIA - vision

an imagined world or society in which 
people lead peaceful, harmonious lives

denoting and meaning "vision"

an imagined world or society in which people 
lead wretched, dehumanized, fearful lives

vision of the eye under low light 
levels

near-sightedness

the suburbs of a city. British English.

lazy eye. brain fails to process inputs 
from one eye

an abundant supply of something 
good

opia

cornucopia

subtopia

amblyopia

scotopia

dystopia

utopia

myopia

https://quizlet.com/318442637/opia-flash-cards/


Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "opia".

SENTENCES
"OPIA" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "OUS" and match it
to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

OUS - full of

polite and gracious; considerate toward 
others; well-mannered

A large number; very many

very, very angry or upset

having a strong desire for success or 
achievement

poisonous. snakes often are this

full of life, lively

successful in a contest or battle

providing ease and comfort far 
beyond what is ordinary or necessary

vivacious

venemous

luxurious

furious

ambitious

courteous

numerous

victorious

https://quizlet.com/572406391/ous-flash-cards/


Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ous".

SENTENCES
"OUS" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Suffix:
DATE

Write the word that ends with the suffix "SHIP" and match it
to the correct definition and meaning. 

NAME

friendship

citizenship

leadership

sportsmanship

membership

relationship

censorship

hardship

https://quizlet.com/572402986/ship-flash-cards/


Write a sentence for each of the words using the suffix "ship".

SENTENCES
"SHIP" WORDS

Sentence Word

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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